INT. STUDIO
Lights up on Noa.
VO  NOA
If you loved Discovery Channel's
international phenomenon, Shark
Week, then hold on to your sharkhard
dicks and prepare for...HIDDEN
KILLERS WEEK. Think you're safe out
of the water? Think Again.
Lights up on Sarah.
VO  SARAH
On Tuesday, while you're safe at
home on your couch thinking you are
happy and warm and loved, feel the
pain. Heart Disease kills 1 in 6
people, and attacks without
warning.
Lights up on center. In center stage, Daniel and Kechi are
having a peaceful evening at home. As Sarah continues,
Daniel begins to have a heart attack. As he dies, so does
Kechi.
VO  SARAH
Feel the fear shoot up your left
arm, feel the terror grip your
heart and squeeze the life out of
it. Beware, it leaves no innocent
bystandersheart disease can kill
anyone at any time.
Lights up on Noa.
VO  NOA
On Wednesday, a danger the likes of
which you've never imagined. It's
nightmare straight out of
childhood, come back to call.

Lights up on Center. Daniel is wearing a board that looks
like a vending machine. Kechi goes to get a snack and
Daniel attacks her.
VO  NOA
Falling out of bed kills dozens of
ordinary, unsuspecting people every
year. Sleep tight, don't let the
bed bugs bite and flip you out of
the bed in pain where you will die.
Lights up on Sarah.
VO  SARAH
Thursday, you may have
outsmarted your own cozy bed, but you
aren't safe.
Lights up on center, Cody is terrified, laying in bed.
VO  SARAH
Going for your healthy midday
snack to shake off the sleepies?
Better hope your snack doesn't
stick in the spirals, better not
hit the machine...VENDING MACHINES
DON'T PLAY GAMES.
Lights up on Noa
VO  NOA
Not enough common death for you?
Get ready for freeforall
Saturday, where you'll experience
the crushing ennui of existing in a
world where anything can kill you
at any time.
Lights up on Kechi, Daniel, and Cody as they act out the
following deaths.
VO  SARAH

Earthquakes!
VO  NOA
Drowning in a bathtub!
VO  SARAH
Choking on a hot dog!
VO  NOA
Dry Cleaning Bags!
VO  SARAH
Roller coaster accidents!
VO  NOA
Autoerotic asphyxiation!
Lights up on Sarah and Noa.
VO  SARAH
You're not safe
VO  NOA
You're not sound
VO  SARAH
So don't miss out
VO  NOA
Don't wait to see Discovery
Channel's…
VO  BOTH
HIDDEN KILLERS WEEK.

